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Founded in 2008, Northrock Safety Equipment has an extensive range of personal protective equipment (PPE), safety products, rescue &amp; emergency equipment and first aid products. Learn more You may be trying to access this site from a protected browser on the server. Please enable scripts and
reload this page. 1 Introduction Under the Fire Safety and Fire Safety Act (Petroleum &amp; Flammable Materials, P&amp;FM) Regulations 2005; SCDF regulates p&amp;FM import, transport and storage. Anyone wishing to import, transport or store P&amp;FM is required to obtain a license from SCDF.
Refer to the Chemical or Gas Safety Data Sheet (SDS) to determine if it is flammable. Most SDS will identify whether the chemical or gas has a flammable property. 2 P&amp;FM Licensing requirements at NUS Under the conditions of licensing, nus laboratories are allowed to use and store P&amp;FM, it
is advisable that departments should minimize the purchase and storage of P&amp;FM whenever possible and ensure that the amount of P&amp;FM is always maintained within the permitted limit - Maximum Quantity Allowed (MAQ). MAQ is a measure implemented by SCDF to avoid oversupply of FPM
in the laboratory. The MAQ is prescribed per qualified person (QP) and subsequently approved by the SCDF. The methodology used by QP to calculate the MAQ of bare laboratories can be found here. 3 What do NUS researchers need to do? Researchers need to inventor their FPM in the electronic
laboratory materials management system (LMMS) to facilitate compliance with licensing conditions. OSHE will conduct periodic inspections and audits to ensure proper management and storage of FPM in laboratories. Investigators can use the PFM Compliance Checklist to perform internal checks on
their PFM storage. The pfm compliance checklist can be found here Flowchart for Petroleum &amp; Flammable Materials Storage in NUS The PFM Declaration Form can be found here 4 Useful Reference Information on the PFM Storage License by SCDF —(1) In These Regulations, unless otherwise
required —[Excluded by S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013]accepted code of practice means any code of practice, standard, guide or manual that is accepted by the Commissioner for the purpose of providing practical guidance to persons involved in the storage, maintenance, transportation or dispensation, or
pipeline transportation, of any class of oil or flammable material; [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013], affected areas includes affected areas off site; [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013]inspector approved means person approved by the Commissioner to carry out inspections, tests and certification required by this
regulation of any facilities or vehicles used or to be used in the storage or transportation of, or pipeline used or to be used to transport, any oil or flammable material or both; [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013]carrier, in relation to oil or flammable material means any person who eats the transport of oil or
flammable material, whether for rent or reward and on his own; Cartridge means a non-rechargeable container of less than 1.4 liters of water capacity designed to be discarded when empty and built to an accepted code of practice and standard, but does not include cigarette lighters and small similar
containers; Class O oil means liquefied petroleum gas; [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013] Class I oil means any oil with an inflammation point below 23ºC, but does not include class O oil; [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013] Class II oil means any oil with an inflammation point between 23ºC and 60ºC (both
inclusive); [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013] Class III oil means any oil with a flash point above 60°C, but not above 93°C; [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013]container means anything that can be used to store any oil or flammable material, and includes any cartridge, cylinder, tank, portable tank, cargo tank,
pressure container or cargo container; cylinder means a container that has a capacity of less than 250 liters of water capacity and is used to store oil or flammable materials under pressure; [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013] reseller means a person or company involved in the business of distributing class O
oil in cylinders to the public; the feeding place has the same meaning as the Fire Safety Order (Petroleum and Flammable Materials - Exemption) (O 4); [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013] Emergency Response Plan means a plan drawn up by regulation 27 or 29G; [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013] factory has the
same meaning as in the Labor Safety and Health Act (Chapter 354A); Cargo container means an item or transport equipment designed to facilitate the transport of goods by one or more modes of transport without reloading intermediates of the content. hazardous material means any substance or article
set forth in the Third Schedule for Road Traffic Rules (Expressway Traffic) (Chapter 276, R 23); [S 780/2020 wef 14/09/2020] Dangerous Materials Transport Driver's License or permit means permission for a person to drive a vehicle carrying any oil or flammable material; [Deleted by S 546/2013 wef
01/09/2013]license means a license required by Part VI of the Act or these Regulations; [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013] licensed vehicle means a licensed vehicle to carry petroleum and flammable materials under regulation 5; [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013] licensed means a person who owns a valid
license; Centralized LPG store means any premise used by a supplier to store LPG cylinders for distribution to resellers; [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013]LPG cylinder means a cylinder used to store liquefied petroleum gas; [S 546/2013 546/2013 01/09/2013]multi-load, in relation to the transport of petroleum
or flammable materials in packaging, means a load consisting of 2 or more different types of oil or flammable materials in separate containers, whether or not any other material is being transported at the same time; permitted times, in relation to the transport of petroleum or flammable materials, means
the periods specified in the Fifth Schedule corresponding to such transport; [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013] personal identifier means an image, measurement or recording of a person or any part of a person, or any particular, information or record for the purpose of identifying or authenticating the identity of
a person; licensed pipeline means the holder of a valid pipeline licence; [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013]pipe marker means a warning sign anchored to the ground and placed no more than 200 meters away to indicate the location of relevant buried ducts; [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013]pipeline user, in relation
to a section of a licensed pipeline, means a person, not being the licensee of the pipeline —(a)who owns or leases that section of the licensed pipeline; and(b)using this section of the licensed pipeline for the carriage of any class of oil or any flammable material; [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013]pressure
receptacle includes any cylinder, tube or closed cryogenic container or any cylinder beam; professional engineer means a person who is registered as a professional engineer under the Professional Engineers Act (Chapter 253) and has in place a certificate of practice issued under that Law; relevant
pipeline and relevant pipeline works have the same meanings, respectively, as in the Law; [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013] restaurant has the same meaning as in the Fire Safety Order (Petroleum and Flammable Materials — Exemption); [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013]licensed storage means the holder of a
valid storage license; [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013]storage of oil or flammable materials in bulk means storage other than storage of petroleum or flammable materials in packaging; storage of petroleum or flammable materials in packaging means storage of any oil or flammable material in one or more
individual containers of less than 250 liters of water capacity each; supplier, except in regulations 52, 53 and 54, means a person or company involved in the business of distributing any class of oil or any flammable materials to dealers or the public; [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013]tank means a container
with water capacity of 250 liters or more, including an ISO tank, which is used to store any class oil or any flammable material; [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013] Transport Emergency Response Plan means such a plan prepared under Regulation 45; oil transport oil Flammable bulk materials means
transportation other than transporting oil or flammable materials on the packaging. transport of oil or flammable materials in packaging means transport of any oil or any flammable material in one or more individual containers of less than 250 liters of water capacity each; [S 546/2013 wef
01/09/2013]vehicle means a road truck, tanker truck, semi-trailer, trailer (including any trailer that is not part of the vehicle) or any other vehicle intended or adapted for use on roads that may be used in the transport of oil or flammable materials, but does not include a railway tanker wagon. (2) In these
Regulations —(a)any reference to an accepted code of practice shall be a reference to the amended code of practice from time to time; and(b)if an accepted code of practice is inconsistent with these Regulations or the Law, these Regulations and the Law shall prevail to the extent of such inconsistency.
[S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013] (3) For the purposes of the Law —(a)the oil classes shall be class O oil, class I oil, class II oil and class III oil, as defined in paragraph (1); and(b)flammable materials must be specified in the Schedule Room. [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013] (4) For the purposes of standards 52,
53 and 54, any reference to a class O oil supplier is a reference to a person or undertaking involved in the Class O oil bottling business in cylinders for distribution to dealers or the public. [S 546/2013 wef 01/09/2013] 01/09/2013]
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